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Working at the intersection of art and design, the globally 
acclaimed creative duo and romantic pairing, Muller Van Severen, 
are far from your ordinary design team. In their MATCH design, 
the Ghent-based artists mix and match materials, aesthetics and 
design practices to surprisingly captivating effects.

Unorthodox elements like the duo’s signature material – the 
durable and wax-like polyethylene traditionally used in cutting 
boards – are merged with classic, yet playful features like brass 
handles and a lush marble countertop. In other words, MATCH  
by Muller Van Severen is designed to be as tough and resilient  
as it is extraordinary and inspiring.



3MULLER VAN SEVEREN

Fien Muller and Hannes Van Severen are two Belgian artists 
who form the design studio, Muller Van Severen, a critically 
acclaimed creative duo with a long line of seminal works, 
creative milestones and prestigious accolades to their common 
name. For Muller Van Severen, the distinction between art and 
design becomes blurred; their approach differs according to 
each project, but they are quintes sential makers at heart who 
have set out to enrich our lives with remarkable objects that 
always seem to hint at bold, new possibilities. 

Based in an idyllic setting on the outskirts of Ghent, Muller Van 
Severen draw on their own house, life and everyday experiences 
to create timeless collages that mix disparate aesthetics in truly 
original designs, nestled somewhere between the contem porary 
and the modern. As Hannes Van Severen puts it: ‘That’s what  
we like’.
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 HDPE fronts in blue, green, brown and red / Handles in the color Satin Gold / Countertop in marble.
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 HDPE fronts in green and red / Handles in the color Satin Gold / Countertop in marble.
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HDPE fronts in blue and red / Handles in the color Satin Gold. Opposite side: HDPE front and side panel in peach.



HDPE fronts in peach, blue and white and side panel in brown and peach. HDPE countertop in white. 
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HDPE fronts in white and side panel in peach. HDPE countertop in white. 
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HDPE fronts in white and blue and side panel in brown.
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Fronts in green, blue, peach and white / Countertop in Calacatta Viola marble.
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Front in blue and side panel in green / Countertop in Calacatta Viola marble.
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Opposite side: HDPE fronts in peach and red and Reform drawers in solid wood.
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HDPE front in blue and Reform drawers in solid wood.





SPECIFICATIONS

FRONTS 
The fronts on MATCH are made from HDPE (High-density Polyethylene A 500).
Frequently used in Muller Van Severen’s art and design practice, this is a tactile and 
vibrant material, often used in cutting boards and industrial kitchens. Colors: white, blue, 
peach, green, red and brown. The colors can be combined according to personal taste.

HANDLES
The handles are available in two variants: a ‘Satin Gold’ aluminium handle, and an
aluminium handle.

COUNTERTOPS
The MATCH countertop is cut from the marble types Calacatta Viola and Bianco Carrara, 
type C. The countertop is also available in HDPE.

Please note that some products may have been discontinued.  
This catalogue has been printed on FSC certified paper.
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